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Sharing the Bounty
Community and the Generosity of Vermont Farms

Farmers grow food to feed people.  Their dedication to the laborious work of farming 
stems from a reverence for the land and a love of their community.  In Vermont, 
farmers really want to see that Vermonters are fed with food grown here, regardless of 
an individual’s ability to pay.

Since the start of this new century the Vermont Foodbank has seen an increased 
interest on behalf of Vermont’s fresh food producers to see that surplus and the 
unmarketable fruits of their labor are not all lost.  This highly nutritious and 
completely edible food is a valuable community resource and should not be left to rot
—not if it can feed hungry neighbors.

Vermont’s charitable food system has observed this increase in fresh food donation as 
they have also witnessed the decrease in shelf-stable non-perishable, product 
donations.  As producers and manufactures refine their operations, the Foodbank has 
seen fewer surpluses than in previous years.

Traditionally, food banks across the nation have sourced shelf-stable items, as these 
are easy to handle, store and distribute.  The Vermont Foodbank is no different but in 
early 2008 the organization decided it was time to strengthen and increase donor 
relationships with Vermont farms; an invaluable source of local hunger relief.  In just 
two years the organization has seen a 3-fold increase in the number of Vermont farms 
making charitable donations—yielding more than 400,000 pounds of product in 2009.

The Vermont Foodbank’s regional gleaning effort in the greater Brattleboro area is a 
result of a strong partnership with Post Oil Solutions. Gleaning is the act of harvesting 
surplus and unmarketable produce direct from farms.  Individual contributions of 
gleaned produce from farms into the charitable food network resulted in thousands of 
pounds of fresh produce to Foodbank network partners. 

Supporting local farms strengthens the communities that surround them in so many 
ways.  The charitable food system in Vermont has a vital role in increasing 
accessibility, awareness and a reconnection with the state’s farms and food resources.  
And Vermont farms are so necessary to ensuring no Vermonter goes hungry.
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